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Did you know..?

COVID-19 vaccines
were developed using
cell lines from
aborted babies

Did you know... many of the vaccines for Coronavirus
(COVID-19) have been tested on, or contain cell lines that
were originally derived from tissue of babies killed by
abortion in the 197Os and 198Os.
Cell line HEK-293 is derived from kidney tissue taken from
a baby girl who was aborted in the Netherlands in 1972.
Cell line PER.C6 is derived from eye tissue taken from a
baby boy who was aborted in the Netherlands in 1985.
The vaccines from Pfizer/BioNTech and Moderna were tested
using the HEK-293 cell lines. The AstraZeneca/University of
Oxford vaccine contains the HEK-293 cell lines. The vaccine
from Johnson & Johnson contains the PER.C6 cell lines.

Unborn baby @ 8 weeks

Are these vaccines moral or ethical?
These vaccines are neither moral or ethical because babies were killed by abortion
and then their bodies used as ‘laboratory specimens’ in the production of the vaccines.
The ‘remoteness’ or length of time that has passed since the abortions took place
does not alter the immoral and unethical act of the babies being killed. Whether the
vaccines were ‘only tested’ on, or actually contain the cell lines, abortion was still the
first stage of the process.
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How are fetal cell lines used in vaccines?

Fetal cell lines have been used to grow viruses and then create inactive viruses for vaccines.

How are fetal cell lines used in vaccines?
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Fetal cell lines have been used to grow viruses and then create inactive viruses for vaccines.
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How are fetal cell lines used in vaccines?
Fetal cell lines have been used to grow viruses and then create inactive viruses for vaccines. unethical
Historical fetal cell lines (WI-38 and MRC-5) derived in the 1960’s and 1970’s were used to create
vaccines for diseases such as Rubella, Hepatitis A, and rabies. These and other historical cell lines
(HEK293 and PER.C6) are sometimes used today in the creation of vaccines. Any vaccine that relies on
these historic cell lines will not require new abortions.

The dangers of ‘rushed’ vaccines
Vaccines usually take 1O YEARS to develop with the research phase normally taking between 2 to 5
years alone. However, the vaccines for coronavirus have been developed and approved in less than
1O Months. Those who now receive a COVID-19 vaccine will effectively be ‘Human Guinea Pigs.’
mRNA vaccines have never before been brought to market for human patients. They use a sequence
of genetic RNA material produced in a lab that, when injected into your body, invade your cells to
make your immune system fight the virus. Moderna’s mRNA vaccine is programmed to make your
body’s cells produce the coronavirus’ “spike protein.” In many ways, the vaccine almost behaves like
a virus itself except that it hijacks your cells to produce the parts of the virus, like the spike protein,
rather than the whole virus. There are unique and unknown risks to mRNA vaccines, including the
possibility that they generate strong responses that could lead to inflammation and autoimmune
conditions. mRNA vaccines requires us to take not one but two ‘leaps of faith’ — that they will work
for a ‘never-before-seen’ virus and in ‘a never-before-seen’ way.

Are these vaccines safe?
Since the roll-out of the COVID-19 vaccines, there have been numerous news reports from USA,
Norway, Gibraltar and Portugal of people dying after being vaccinated. The USA Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) reported that thousands of people have had such adverse reactions to the vaccines
that they were “unable to perform normal daily activities, unable to work, required care from doctor
or health care professional.” In January 2O21, the CDC also reported that people have experienced
life-threatening allergic reactions after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine.
The UK government said they were expecting a high volume of people reporting harmful sideeffects from the COVID-19 vaccine. Only two days after the first vaccines were administered in the
UK, the government warned that people with a history of allergic reactions should not be injected
with the vaccine. The warning came after NHS workers had adverse allergic reactions to the vaccine.
Government guidelines issued to Healthcare Professionals up to December 2O2O stated the vaccine
may not protect everyone who is vaccinated. The Government also stated they have no information
about harmful side-effects of the vaccine on children under 16 years. The guidelines stated there are
no studies on adverse interaction with other medical products. Regarding PREGNANCY, BREASTFEEDING and FERTILITY, the Government guidelines stated there is no data on whether the vaccine
has harmful side-effects on pregnant women or their unborn babies. Therefore the Government
said the vaccine is not recommended for women during pregnancy, and women of childbearing age
should not become pregnant before vaccination. In addition, women should be advised to avoid
pregnancy for at least 2 months after the second dose of the vaccine. The Government guidelines
stated that women who are breast-feeding should not be vaccinated because there could be a risk to
newborn babies and infants. The guidelines also stated the Government do not know if the vaccine
will cause infertility in women. The Government has now deleted this information from its website.
Their latest guidelines only state that studies on rats do not indicate direct or indirect harmful
effects to pregnancy, foetal development, or infertility. The government still admit there is limited
experience with use of the vaccine in pregnant women, and say pregnant women should only be
considered for vaccination when the potential benefits outweigh any potential risks for the mother
and unborn baby.
The current information leaflet (Feb 2O21) from the Northern Ireland Department of Health states:
“The vaccines have not yet been tested in pregnancy, so until more information is available, those
who are pregnant should not routinely have this vaccine.”
On 26th January 2O21, the World Health Organisation (WHO) said “...WHO does not recommend
the vaccination of pregnant women.” Three days later the WHO deleted this information from their
website and replaced it with “...very little data are available to assess vaccine safety in pregnancy ...we
don’t have any specific reason to believe there will be specific risks that would outweigh the benefits
of vaccination for pregnant women.”

Will pharmaceutical companies be liable for harmful side-effects of vaccines?
The UK Government has ordered over 4O million doses of the Pfizer/BioNTech
vaccine and also secured 35O million vaccine doses through agreements with
other developers. The BBC reported that Pfizer/BioNTech and Moderna will “make
billions of dollars” from the vaccines. However, the UK Government has granted
legal indemnity to pharmaceutical companies to protect them from being sued for
any deaths, injuries or harmful side-effects resulting from COVID-19 vaccines.
Are COVID-19 vaccines actually needed?
In January 2O21, the World Health Organisation (WHO) stated, “We do not
know whether the vaccine will prevent infection and protect against onward
transmission.” The UK Government also admit in their guidance for COVID-19
vaccinations - “We do not yet know whether it will stop you from catching and
passing on the virus.”
The global death rate from COVID-19 is O.O1%. This is of course much lower for
people under 8O years of age and for those don’t have serious underlying health
problems. The recovery rate of those who get COVID-19 is almost 98%. No child
without a serious underlying health condition has died of COVID-19 in the UK.
The figures for ‘covid-related deaths’ are deaths for any reason up to 6O days
after a person tested positive for signs of coronavirus.
In January 2O21, MERCK - one of the largest pharmaceutical companies in the
world - shut down its COVID-19 vaccine research program to shift its focus on
developing therapeutic treatments for those who get COVID-19. The company’s
research found that vaccines offered less protection than just contracting the virus
itself and allowing the human immune system to naturally develop antibodies.
Will there be ‘Forced Vaccinations?’
Fears have been expressed that people could face restrictions (workplaces,
schools, public venues, welfare benefits, NHS treatments, travel, flights, etc) if
they do not take a COVID-19 vaccine. There is also a real danger that COVID-19
vaccines could become compulsory. When questioned about mandatory
vaccinations in November 2O2O, the UK Government Health Secretary Matt
Hancock refused to rule out making COVID-19 vaccines compulsory.
What can I do?
Forced vaccinations for COVID-19 would be an infringement of your civil and
religious liberties and human rights. Contact your MP or Assembly Members (MLAs)
at www.theyworkforyou.com and tell them you are totally opposed to compulsory
vaccinations and they must not be forced on the people of Northern Ireland. Also
ask your MP and MLAs to demand the Government stop using COVID-19 vaccines
that were produced or tested using cell lines from babies killed by abortion.
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